WARM UP TO LATIN JAZZ »

Eddie Palmieri and band to
turn on heat at Weill Hall. D1

CHANGES AT YOSEMITE » New

names are coming for iconic
hotels and landmarks. B1

ROAD TO OSCARS » The thriller

“The Revenant” takes leading
role with 12 nominations. B1
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LAKE COUNTY

Will fire-blackened
lumber make grade?

Chip Kelly

SF 49ers
choose
divisive
top coach
There’s little middle
ground when it comes to
lightning rod Chip Kelly
By PHIL BARBER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

PHOTOS BY KENT PORTER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Nick Kent, above, a forest manager with Cal Fire, looks for greenery Monday on fir trees burned by the Valley fire in the forest on Boggs Mountain
in Cobb. The charred trees will be cut down. Victor Juarez of Orland, below, cuts a tree stump on Monday as tree removal continues in the forest.

Thousands of damaged trees add to glut bogging down market
By GLENDA ANDERSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

inged logs are piled high in stacks throughout Cobb Mountain, evidence of the massive
amount of damage inflicted last year on forests by wildfires that blackened more than 170,000
acres in Lake County.
Hundreds of thousands of dead and dying conifers are slated to be turned into lumber but
it’s unclear whether they’ll make the grade at a
time when California’s market and sawmills are
swamped with salvage logs, creating a glut and
lowering their value. Most of the trees also are
pine, which are less desirable and valuable than
redwood or Douglas fir.
The surplus is being exacerbated by relatively
low housing construction and an increase in imported lumber from Canada, industry officials say.
Trees that are unwanted or unsuitable for lumTURN TO LUMBER » PAGE A10

Whether you love him or hate
him or are completely indifferent to the guy, the 49ers went big
in hiring Chip Kelly as their new
head coach Thursday.
Eh, who are we kidding? No
sports fan is indifferent to Chip
Kelly.
In Kelly, the Niners welcome
one of the NFL’s most potent
lightning rods. His three years
coaching the Philadelphia Eagles were either
a thrilling suc- EXCITING
cess or a huge HIRE FOR SF
d i s a p p o i n t - Lowell Cohn
ment, depend- sees potential in
ing on whom Kelly’s hiring for
you talk to. He coach-needy NFL
is either an of- team / C1
fensive genius
or a defensive liability. He wants
control over his team’s roster, or
he’s perfectly content to focus
on Xs and Os. He’s a wry wit.
He’s an acerbic boob. He’s a racist.
“It’s a good hire,” said one
NFL Network analyst, Steve
Mariucci, who coached the
49ers from 1997-2002.
“Foolish. Insane. Asinine.
Backwards,” said another, former NFL fullback Heath Evans.
“I have no clue what (general
manager) Trent Baalke and
(CEO) Jed York were thinking.”
There’s no telling whether the
49ers can stagger away from the
scene of last year’s 5-11 record
under Jim Tomsula and become
a playoff team once again under
Kelly’s guidance. But it’s almost
certain to be an entertaining
show.
“I think Chip Kelly is a very
driven individual, particularly
when it comes to football,” said
Nick Aliotti, who was the defenTURN TO 49ERS » PAGE A2

Report: County among
lowest carbon emitters

POWERBALL

$638K payout
on tap for 2
local winners

THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Sonoma County’s two secondtier Powerball winners had at
least two things in common with
the three ticket holders that will
share the record $1.6 billion jackpot: they picked the same five
numbers for their tickets, and
they all were lying low Thursday.
The county’s top two Powerball winners each will collect
$638,146 after beating odds of
better than one in 11 million.
The two, who bought their
tickets in Santa Rosa and Cloverdale, were among a dozen
winners statewide with the
same five winning numbers, 4,
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CARBON FOOTPRINTS
IN BAY AREA

By GUY KOVNER

KENT PORTER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Larkfield Union 76 manager Kuldeep Singh, right, conducts a transaction
with a customer Thursday. A ticket sold at the gas station was a secondtier winner in Wednesday night’s Powerball drawing.
8, 19, 27 and 34. What separated officials had confirmed the identhe 12 from the jackpot winners tity of just one of the second-tier
was the sixth figure, the Power- winners, Arturo Velasquez, who
ball number 10. They had anoth- bought his winning ticket at a
er number; thus, they won the liquor store on Van Nuys Boulevard in Pacoima in Los Anlesser amount.
Even so, “it’s a pretty good geles County. Despite scoring a
payout,” said California Lottery six-figure award, Velasquez exspokesman Greg Parashak.
As of Thursday, state lottery
TURN TO WINNERS » PAGE A2
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Sonoma County had the second
smallest household greenhouse gas
footprint of the nine Bay Area counties, and 11 local cities and towns accounted for carbon-related emissions
below the statewide average, according to a new UC Berkeley report.
The average Sonoma County
household had a footprint of 40.4 metric tons of greenhouse gas emissions
per year, well below the statewide average of 45.7 tons per household and
the Bay Area average of 44.3 tons, the
report said.
Only San Francisco County, home
to the region’s most compact city
with multiple mass transit systems,
had a smaller footprint at 38.7 tons
of greenhouse gas emissions, while

NEW INITIATIVE FOR GRAPE GROWERS: A
trade group is launching an effort to improve
the conditions for vineyard workers / B8

A UC Berkeley report on the
carbon footprint of households
in the nine Bay Area counties
rated Sonoma County as the
second-lowest contributor to
greenhouse gas emissions.
County emissions*
San Francisco: Contra Costa:
46.0
38.7
Sonoma: 40.4 Marin: 46.8
San Mateo: 47.9
Solano: 42.2
Alameda: 42.7 Santa Clara:
48.6
Napa: 43.5
*Metric tons of household greenhouse gas emissions per year
SOURCE: “A Consumption-Based
Greenhouse Gas Inventory of San
Francisco Bay Area Neighborhoods,”
UC Berkeley
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